What in the World – A Game Changing Meeting
Pod for Your Business Needs?
Imagine a quiet, relaxing, comfortable and all-inclusive meeting space in your busy office or
workplace. If you cannot, it is time you meet the Smartblock.
Having a meeting with your clients, giving a presentation to new prospects or just needing that
few minutes of quiet time to focus on your work? Smartblock product line gives you a
completely new experience, in a focused way.
Smartblock specializes in creating functional meeting and work pods for business applications
in various industries. Compact designs are available in different sizes and with different
amenities. Personalization inside and out is easy, and best of all: Once the pod has been erected
in about three hours you can still easily move it around for best position because it’s on WHEELS!
Smartblock started its journey in Helsinki Finland in 2015. The original idea was to offer a comprehensive
meeting room solution for exhibitors. It turned out that the Smartblock pods have an endless amount of other
uses as well.
What business owners truly appreciate in Smartblock pods is the quietness in all models. Including the open
face models, the high ambient noise gets blocked out effectively thanks to the well selected acoustics materials.
Design details are truly remarkable on Smartblock products. As an example, entering and exiting Smartblock FD
is easy because of the wedge-shaped table and inward slanted table edges. Another noticeable detail is the
seating. Seat cushions are firm and provide good support. Back cushions have a nice pitch; not too upright or
too lounge. Under the seats there is plenty of open storage space, and your heels are safe against seat frame.
Moreover, integrated LED lights have four color tone settings from warm to daylight, with dimmer to set the
mood for every user. Depending on the Smartblock model, integrated charging stations allow up to four AC and
USB chargers connected at once.
Smartblock is exhibiting at NeoCon 2018 at theMart, booth #7-4124
www.smartblockusa.com
www.smartblock.fi

